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EXTENDED ABSTRACT 
 

Despite widespread development in spatial data analysis, the sophistication of methods to 

find the relationships and patterns are still sought after as a core function of any GIS application. 

Many areas of scientific and non-scientific research, which use GIS as a decision making tool are 

confronted with the challenge of handling an ever increasing and large data tombs. Some times 

the data volume far exceeds the people’s ability to analyze it. In this light, there is a deep 

philosophical motivation to the quest for GIS systems to extract the non-trivial, implicit, 

previously unknown, and potentially useful information from databases. This needs to espouse 

artificial intelligent methods that can learn from examples and get the potential information in a 

form of models and patterns. Knowledge Discovery in Database (KDD) has emerged as a 

separate field named Data Mining. It is a multi-disciplinary approach, a confluence of 

information theory, statistics, machine learning, database systems, etc.  

Data Mining is unlike the conventional DBMS in that the user triggers the broad subject-

based query to find the relationships and patterns in database through data mining. DBMS 

supports query languages, which are useful for query- triggered data explorations, where as data 

mining supports automatic data exploration. If we know exactly what information we are 

seeking, a DBMS query would suffice; whereas if we vaguely know the possible correlations or 

patterns, then data mining techniques are useful. 



Spatial data mining, or knowledge discovery in spatial databases, refers to the extraction 

of spatial relationships or other interesting patterns not explicitly stored in spatial databases. 

Various kinds of rules can be discovered from data base in general; e.g. characteristic rules, 

discriminant rules, associative rules or deviation and evolution. Other spatial mining applications 

are spatial clustering, and spatial classification. This work solely concentrates on investigating 

the output derived by associate rules mining algorithms from an example data set. 

 Spatial association algorithms find the frequent sets in spatial and non-spatial databases, 

and inter-relationship between different variables that are not explicitly stored in the spatial 

database. In many situations there is a need to discover spatial association rules, rules that 

associate one or more spatial objects. To confine the number of rules, the concept of minimum 

support and minimum confidence are used. The intuition behind this is that in large databases, 

there may exist a large number of associations between objects but most of them will be 

applicable to only a small number of objects, or the confidence of the rule may be low. However, 

a strong rule is a rule with large support, i.e., no less than the minimum support threshold, and a 

large confidence, i.e., no less than the minimum confidence threshold e.g. is_a (X, city) ∧∧∧∧ within 

(X,maharastra) ∧∧∧∧ adjacent_to (X,water ) �� ��  close_to(X, Karnataka)…(92%). The rule states that 

92% of the cities within Maharastra and adjacent to water are close to Karnataka, which 

associates predicates is_a, within, and adjacent_to with spatial predicate close_to. The quality of 

the rule is measured in the terms of the surprise associated with it. To calculate the surprise or 

interestingness associated with the mined rule the correlation and chi-square test technique is 

adopted. 

 An application is currently under investigation by the authors on discovering knowledge 

about rural poverty using detailed large-scale maps and attribute databases at village and block 

level. The non-spatial data is available on transport linkages, social linkages, expenditure pattern, 

medical history, employment, anthropological details, technical skill, demographic data, 

economic data etc. at block and village level. Spatial data is in form of vector maps as utility map 

(post offices, banks, high schools, colleges, telephone extensions), water bodies, transport 

linkages map, block and village boundaries. The spatial associations between different variables 

are being examined. 

To implement the spatial associative rule mining a software module is under development 

for GRAM++ a prototype GIS. The mining algorithms will be implemented on multiple layer 



thematic maps; in earlier studies spatial association rule mining was attempted only on single 

thematic layer. This software will be embedded with a priori associative rule mining algorithm 

and meta-rule mining technique using progressive deepening approach. The rules derived by 

both of the techniques can be used effectively to compare the validity and surprise in the rules. 

Meta-rule learning is an alternative technique to improve the interestingness of the association 

rules. 

To implement the software three-tier software architecture is adopted on Windows 

platform. It will consist of  (i). User interface; for taking support, confidence and concept 

hierarchy generated by inductive learning technique using decision tree or the knowledge base 

by the domain experts, (ii) associative mining classes developed in Visual C++, these classes are 

developed using MLC++(Machine Learning C++) library which exposes most of the data mining 

algorithms, (iii) database repository, implementation of the spatial and non-spatial data 

warehouse with OLAP functions, which is used to efficiently access the multi-dimensional data. 

The output of the rules and models are graphically presented by visualization methods using 

MLC++ library for associative rule representation. 

First advantage of associative rule mining, the process is directed by the user query that 

specifies the relevant objects and spatial association relationships are explored. This is not only 

confines the mining process to a relatively small set of data and rules for efficient processing but 

also leads to desirable results. Secondly, user gets controls by giving the confidence and support 

threshold values at each abstraction level interactively based on the mining results. Less costly 

but approximate spatial computation is performed at an abstraction level first on the large data 

which substantially reduces the set of candidate data to be examined in the future. Thirdly, a 

progressive deepening approach is followed which optimizes the computation time. 

  While the existing application uses rural land information system datasets, the technique 

by itself is generic in nature. It is envisaged that it can be adapted with modest effort to any 

scientific applications, which involves huge data tombs. The rules mined are descriptive in 

nature and used for predictive modeling using classification techniques. 


